Procedure -1. Select pieces of cloth and rub them briskly with the strips and rods.
2. Hold charged strip or rod near the pith balls of the Electrostatic Pendulum. 3. Observe reaction and record it in chart as: Strong -3 Medium -2 Weak -1 None -0 4. Repeat steps 1 -3 bringing charged rod or strip near the collecting sphere of the Gold foil Electroscope. 5. Observe reaction and record it in the chart as before. 
STATIC ELECTRICITY LAB PART IV USING THE ELECTROSTATIC SERIES
Step 1: Complete the chart below using the Electrostatic Series list. Refer to the list to place a + or a -, for the charge on the strip or rod in the space provided. (NOT THE CHARGE ON THE CLOTH) When you are finished, shade in all the +'s red and -'s blue to compare the lists.
Step 2: Compare the completed chart above with the charts for Part II and Part III. Using the chart above, circle any result in Part II and Part III that does not agree with the chart above.
Number of combinations that agree in
Part II _______ Number of combinations that do not agree Part II _______ Number of combinations that agree Part III _______ Number of combinations that do not agree Part III _______
Step 3: Compute the percentage of error for your results by using the following formula.
Please show substitutions of numbers for the formula below. 
